Alternative Method of Instruction

Grade 1

Day 4

Literacy: Polar Bears; Need to Read

Writing: Snap Shot of my Snow Day

Math: Count by 5s; Missing Addends; Winter Addition

Handwriting Practice: Have your student practice writing his or her name as well as other words that look fun to print.
Polar Bears

Do you like polar bears? They are large Arctic animals. They have thick white fur and big black paws. Polar bears like to walk and run in the snow. They dive into the cold water. Polar bear moms protect their baby cubs. The cubs are small and grow to be big.

Highlight 3 words that describe polar bears. List them below.

Highlight 3 action words used to describe polar bears. List them below.

What is the most important thing in this passage? Why?

The most important thing in this passage is
Need to Read

Read the word bank.
Draw a line under ou or ow by the code.

**Color Code**
ou—green
ow—blue

**Word Bank**
cloud crown flower trout
owl mouse mouth down
house couch clown cow

Write the word to match each picture.
Use the word bank.

[Images of house, flower, cloud, mouse, clown, couch, cow, fish]

**Bonus:** Read. Draw a picture to match. There are three cows in front of the house.
Snap Shot of My Snow Day

Name:
Count by 5’s
Missing Addends

2 + ___ = 6
6 + ___ = 10
___ + 2 = 7
___ + 4 = 5
1 + ___ = 4

9 + ___ = 11
7 + ___ = 10
___ + 2 = 8
___ + 3 = 5
8 + ___ = 9

___ + 0 = 12
Winter Addition

6 + 5 + 2 = ____

7 + 5 + 3 = ____

9 + 3 + 1 = ____

6 + 3 + 4 = ____

1.OA.2 Solve problems that call for addition of 3 whole numbers.
1.OA.6 Add and subtract within 20.
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